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Abstract

The use of line features in real-time visual tracking applications is commonplace when a prior map is available, but building the map while tracking in
real-time is much more difficult. We describe how straight lines can be added
to a monocular Extended Kalman Filter Simultaneous Mapping and Localisation (EKF SLAM) system in a manner that is both fast and which integrates
easily with point features. To achieve real-time operation, we present a fast
straight-line detector that hypothesises and tests straight lines connecting detected seed points. We demonstrate that the resulting system provides good
camera localisation and mapping in real-time on a standard workstation, using either line features alone, or lines and points combined.
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Introduction

The use of a camera as a real-time position sensor has become practical in recent years,
aided by the emergence of algorithms in both the vision and robotics communities and
the inevitable increasing performance of personal computers. Real-time camera tracking
systems have a wide range of potential applications in robotics and augmented reality,
and a system that simply requires a standard camera and personal computer is both costeffective and readily-available.
Real-time camera-tracking is a challenging task, and many methods rely on significant
prior knowledge of the environment, for example instrumenting the scene with surveyed
markers [10] or using a three-dimensional model of the scene [6]. A system that can
estimate the scene structure while tracking is much more flexible, and significant advances
have been made in this area. Estimating both the camera’s egomotion and the structure
in an online system is known as Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping (SLAM), and
features strongly the robotics literature. SLAM is closely related to computer vision work
in structure from motion, the off-line solution of which is now routine [8], and while
such structure-from-motion systems can be made to work in real time (e.g. [15]), they do
not guarantee repeated localisation. As a result, much recent work in real-time camera
localisation has concentrated on bringing SLAM into the computer vision fold.
Practical real-time monocular SLAM was first demonstrated by Davison [5], who uses
the Extended Kalman Filter, a mainstay of SLAM literature. He resolves the problem
of real-time operation by careful maintenance of the map to ensure that it is sparse but
sufficient, and by using the map uncertainty to guide feature matching. More recently,

Pupilli and Calway [16] have demonstrated real-time camera tracking using a particle
filter, which provides a good robustness, but theirs is predominantly a tracking system; its
mapping ability is currently rudimentary, which restricts its range of applications. Eade
and Drummond [7] have developed a system based on the FastSLAM algorithm, which
combines particle filtering for localisation with Kalman filtering for mapping. FastSLAM
has the advantage that it scales better with the number of features, but the absence of an
explicit full covariance matrix can make loop-closing more difficult.
All of these SLAM algorithms operate using point features, which are relatively easy
to localize and characterize. However, their appearance changes substantially with the
camera’s location, and while invariant feature descriptors can be used (e.g. SIFT [11]),
they can be expensive to compute and with more invariance comes less discrimination.
One solution that is possible within a SLAM framework is to augment the map of the
world with estimates of the planes upon which each feature lies. These can then be used
to predict the deformation in the feature, as in Molton et al’s extension of Davison’s
system [12], and this gives much-improved performance.
Straight lines are common in man-made environments and are arguably better features
to track than points. Described just by a step change in intensity (which does mean that
they lack discrimination), they are trivially stable under a wide range of viewing angles,
and a number of measurements can be made along their length to localise them accurately.
As a result, many camera-tracking systems have used line features (e.g. [9, 10, 6]). Lines
also provide a great deal of information about the structure of the scene, and off-line
structure from motion using lines is well-known (e.g. [18, 2]). Lines have also been used
for some time in SLAM systems, but only using either multiple (or specialist) cameras
[1, 4, 3] or alternative sensors [14] to detect and localize them. When using vision, no
real-time system has yet been demonstrated.
In perhaps the earliest work in visual SLAM using lines, Ayache and Faugeras [1] used
a stereo pair of calibrated cameras to directly extract the three-dimensional location of line
segments and filtered these within an EKF SLAM framework. More recently, Dailey and
Parnichkun [4] use a trinocular rig and FastSLAM, while Bosse et al. [3] use a single
omnidirectional camera to detect and track parallel lines, both with reasonable results.
Neither system operates in real-time, and modifying their line detection and matching
(between cameras or between frames) to operate at frame-rate would be a challenge. A
practical real-time system must detect line features very quickly and should ideally use
only a single standard camera. In this paper we present methods to achieve both of these.
Point and line features are complementary in a camera localisation system: point features provide good discrimination, but are view-dependent, while line features are robust
to viewing changes, but are more fragile. This idea has been studied recently by Rosten
and Drummond [17], who bootstrap line-tracking (using a prior accurately-known threedimensional model) with detected point features. We show in this paper that monocular
tracking with the fusion of point features and line features, and model-building with both
types of feature, can be performed within a standard SLAM framework.

2

Fast Straight Line Detection

A line-based real-time SLAM system can not afford to spend too long finding lines in
the image, so we shall first consider the problem of fast line detection; in Section 3 we
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Figure 1: Fast line detection. (a) FAST corners (in yellow) and thresholded Sobel edgels (in red);
(b) All possible straight lines between corners that are longer than 30 pixels and lie over Sobel
edgels; (c) Straight lines after removing overlapping lines. From 166 corners, 13 lines are detected.

describe how to integrate lines into a SLAM framework.
An important realisation is that a line-detection algorithm for monocular SLAM does
not need to be complete or repeatable: its job is simply to find enough good lines in a
frame that sufficient can be initialised for tracking. The lines of interest are straight in
the image (after allowing for radial distortion—see later), since straight lines are likely
to represent genuine, straight, three-dimensional features, and good structure in the world
to track. Algorithms such as fitting straight lines to edges found with the Canny edge
detector or using the Hough transform are too slow for real-time operation. Instead, the
algorithm presented here makes the assumption that such straight, structural, lines are
terminated with sharp corners. The algorithm starts by finding corners in the image, and
then hypothesizes and tests all possible lines between them.
To find corner features in the image, Rosten’s FAST feature detector is used [17].
This uses a very efficient pixel test to identify corner features: on the 320 × 240 images
used in our system, corner extraction takes 0.6ms, including performing non-maximal
suppression (all timings in this paper are for a 3.4GHz dual-core Pentium 4 computer).
The features found are marked in yellow on Figure 1(a), a representative video frame, and
it can be seen that the assumption that most structural lines end in corners is a valid one
(for this typical office scene). Figure 1(a) also shows, in red, edgels in the image detected
using the Sobel operator, thresholded with a generous threshold. These will be used to
test possible lines (although, for speed, Sobel values are only computed for the pixels
tested—about 20% of the image).
All possible straight lines between pairs of corners are tested, which for the example
in Figure 1, with 166 corners, means 13,695 line hypotheses. The speed of the algorithm
comes from the ability to reject most of these hypotheses very quickly. Firstly, any line
that is shorter than 30 pixels is rejected (since experience shows that shorter lines are
less likely to be genuine, or be tracked as reliably by the SLAM system). Secondly, the
mid-point of the hypothesized line is tested to see whether it lies on an image edgel, and
if so, the quarter- and three-quarter-points are also tested. Only if all of these tests pass
is the final test started, a Bresenham walk in the image from one end of the line to the
other, testing for an edgel at each pixel. For wide-angle cameras, pixel locations can be
computed in undistorted co-ordinates and mapped back into the image for testing, at little
additional cost. If fewer than 95% of the pixels tested during the walk are edgels, that line
is rejected. Of the 13,695 line hypotheses in the example, only 434 pass the first two tests
and need to be walked, and the whole process takes 4.2ms, including detecting the initial

seed corners (or 5.3ms with radial distortion correction), and 78 lines are detected, shown
in Figure 1(b).
Many of the lines detected overlap each other, mainly due to the FAST detector finding
multiple features along edges. In addition, for real-time SLAM we want to ignore lines
near to existing lines in the map, so that the map remains sparse. For both these reasons,
a post-processing stage is performed that checks for overlapping lines. This renders each
line into a Boolean image, starting with the existing lines from the SLAM system, and
then rendering the new lines in order of length, starting with the longest first (since we
prefer longer lines to shorter ones). Any line which overlaps an already-rendered line is
rejected. Figure 1(c) shows the 18 remaining lines after this process (with no existing
lines in this case). This post-processing takes a further 0.2ms, bringing the total time for
line detection to 4.4ms.
This line detection algorithm is easily fast enough to use as part of a line-based SLAM
system. It does not detect every line in a frame, but detects more than enough in each
frame to select a few lines to initialise. Although it scales with the square of the number
of corners detected, a cap can be placed on the time taken by only keeping the strongest n
corners: in the system presented here, we limit the number of corners to n = 175.

3

EKF SLAM using Straight Lines

Having developed a fast means of detecting lines they then need to be included in a SLAM
system, and here we follow the approach introduced by Davison [5]. This stores the estimate of the camera location xv (including its velocity) and the three-dimensional position
vectors representing the location of the (in his case) point features yi in a single state
vector x , with the uncertainty as a full covariance matrix P:
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As each frame arrives, the camera’s new position is predicted according to a motion
model, and from that the image location of each point feature is predicted. Each point
feature is characterized by the image patch around it when it was first observed. A set
of visible features is selected for measurement, and their image patches are matched by
cross-correlation within a confidence region around their predicted image locations. The
innovation between the predicted and observed location of each feature is used to update
the Extended Kalman Filter and refine the estimates of both the camera and feature locations and reduce their uncertainties. On a modern personal computer, Davison’s system
takes around 10ms per video frame, with the major elements being: feature matching 2ms;
Kalman Filter update 2ms; feature initialisation 5ms. With a time budget of 33ms per
frame at 30Hz, there is spare processing time available to add lines into this system.

3.1

Representing straight lines

Lines in our system are represented by the locations of the two line end-points. Measurements are only ever made normal to the line (due to the aperture problem), which means

that only the location and direction of the corresponding infinite line can be estimated.
The component of the line end-points’ locations along the line will remain uncertain, but
this makes no difference to the accuracy of the camera localisation or the other line parameters. In theory, such an infinite line could be parameterized by any two points on it,
but in this system the end-points are used to determine suitable places for measuring the
line (i.e. the segment between the two points), so should ideally be close to the physical
line end-points. For two three-dimensional points y iA and y iB with corresponding image
projections g iA and g iB , a line is therefore represented as
y i = y iA

y iB

T

and

g i = g iA

g iB

T

(2)

in the map and image respectively. This is clearly not a minimal representation, but
does simplify the implementation greatly, as well as being more linear than some other
representations, such as the angles used in [4], and hence better for use in the EKF.
Since only measurements normal to a line are practicable, the measurement vector h i
for a line feature y i is defined to be the projection of the end-points onto the line normal:
h i = n̂ni · g iA

n̂ni · g iB

T

(3)

where n̂ni is the unit normal to the line in the image. In fact, hi itself is also not measured:
instead the innovation, the normal error between the predicted end-points and the image
T
edge, ν i = νiA νiB , is measured directly (see Section 3.2).
This choice of representation makes the implementation of line features in an EKF
very simple. The EKF filter measurement update step requires the Jacobian relating the
measurement vector h i to the system state x , and in this system this simplifies to the two
independent Jacobians ∂∂ xhvi and ∂∂ hy i . If both of these are already known for point features,
i
the Jacobians for line features can be easily stated:
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where Jacobians in g iA and g iB are the end-point measurement Jacobians, and
Jacobian of the projection of the points onto the line normal:
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(5)

Making Line Measurements

The innovation for a line is measured using a set of sample points arrayed along the line,
as is common in line-tracking applications [9, 6]. Each sample point performs a onedimensional search in the image, in the direction normal to the line, for the closest pixel
with a high intensity gradient in that direction. The sample point measurements (the error
distances) along the line are then combined, using least-squares (or a more robust technique) to produce a final estimate of the end-point innovation ν i and also a covariance
matrix for that measurement, Ri . The sample point measurements could alternatively be
fed directly into the system’s EKF, but in this case guaranteeing that every line provides

a two-dimensional measurement vector simplifies the implementation, and opens up the
possibility, later, of using more sophisticated robust methods when making the measurement.
The innovation covariance Si provides a natural means by which to define the size of
the search region (as is also used by Davison [5]). This matrix is given by
Si =
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where the matrices Pi j are the relevant parts from the EKF state covariance matrix defined
in (1). Choosing a 3σ confidence level, this covariance defines a maximum distance for
each sample point to search. If no match is found, a sample point is not used, and if less
than a certain fraction of a line’s sample points find a match (currently set to 66%), the
line’s measurement is deemed to have failed.
The prediction step of the EKF predicts the new camera location and the image location of the lines. Of the visible lines (those with more than four sample points in the
frame) up to ten are selected, and the measurements from each of these (if successful) are
fed into the EKF update step.

3.3

Line Initialisation

If there are insufficient lines in a frame (fewer than ten), new lines are detected using the
algorithm of Section 2. Up to four of these are selected to initialise at any one time and,
of the lines detected, the ones selected are those which are most normal to the current
camera velocity, since they are more likely to initialise quickly.
All monocular SLAM algorithms share the problem that a camera provides a twodimensional measurement of a three-dimensional feature, and so the depth of a feature
cannot be known until it has been observed from more than one viewpoint. The statistics
of measuring this depth are non-Gaussian, so Davison [5] represents the uncertainty in
new points using a one-dimensional particle filter along the world ray that corresponds to
the detected feature and updates this until it has converged enough to be represented by a
single Gaussian. A more efficient solution is given by considering inverse depth instead,
for which a Gaussian distribution is acceptable since inverse depth varies linearly with
disparity [7, 13], and as a result the EKF can still be used.
The two end-points of the line detected in the image define two rays in the world upon
which the end-points lie, and the three-dimensional line feature lies on the plane between
these rays (see Figure 2). A partially-initialised feature is parameterised in two parts:
y pi = r i

hˆiA

hˆiB

T

and

λ i = λiA

λiB

T

(7)

where y pi defines the plane using r i , the camera position when the feature was first observed, and ĥhiA and ĥhiA , the unit vectors giving the directions of the two rays. The vector
λ i contains the reciprocals of the distances along each ray to the line end-points.
Until a feature is shown to be reliable, it is not used for full measurements. Instead,
each new feature has its own EKF which estimates only λ i , using line tracking in exactly
the same way as described in Section 3.2. The other parameters (yy pi ) are placed in the
main EKF state (which is necessary to correctly populate and maintain the off-diagonal
elements in the covariance matrix), but the main EKF does not make measurements of

Frame 0

Frame 3
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Frame 93

Figure 2: Line initialisation. Frame 0: A line feature from the image is selected for initialisation,
and is represented by a semi-infinite plane in the world; Frame 3: observations have reduced the
uncertainty in the plane’s extent; Frame 6: the uncertainty has reduced enough for the partiallyinitialised feature to be converted to the usual line parameterization, i.e. end-points with uncertainty;
Frame 93: further observations while tracking have reduced the uncertainty.

this feature. If the feature tracks successfully for some time (set at fifteen frames), and
its covariance has shrunk below a threshold, it is then converted to a full feature y i with
covariances Pyi yi and Pyi xv using both λ i and y pi and their covariances; otherwise it is
discarded. The new converted feature y i replaces y pi in the main EKF map and is made
available for tracking. Figure 2 shows an example of this initialisation process.
As with the fully-initialised line representation (2), the representation for y pi makes
the EKF in λ i straightforward. Defining λ 0i as the vector of (non-inverse) depths to the
end-points, and writing the end-point locations given a particular choice of y pi and λ 0i as
y i , the measurement Jacobian ∂∂λh i is given by
i
#
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were defined in (4) and (5) earlier.

Results

A demonstration of the complete system performing real-time SLAM using lines only is
shown in Figure 3. Four lines (the edges of the central paper target) were provided as
known structure (and scale), and then further features were acquired automatically. The
sequence is 27 seconds long, with considerable camera rotation and changes of viewing
angle, but the camera trajectory is well-tracked throughout (the trajectory is shown in yellow on the right-hand side of each frame in Figure 3). The standard Davison point-based
system [5] fails after around 13 seconds, once the viewing angle becomes too shallow.
The coloured rectangles in the camera view on the left of each figure show the predicted line locations and the 3σ search range for each feature, while the lines on the

Figure 3: Two views from a 27-second sequence of a nearly-planar scene, tracked using only lines.
The current map, on the right of each frame, shows that the structure has been accurately estimated.

map shown to the right of each figure are the corresponding estimated three-dimensional
line locations. The features tracked all lie in the plane z = 0, which is apparent in the
generated map, and this fact can be used to quantify the accuracy of the automaticallyinitialised lines. The standard deviation in the z-co-ordinate of the detected features is
7.5mm, which over the viewing volume of approximately 1m3 is an error of less than 1%.
Three pairs of detected lines lie on adjoining edges of the rectangles and hence should
meet in right angles: the mean absolute angular error in these cases is 1.7◦ . Overall, we
consider this accuracy to be very good for a system operating in real time.
The line-only EKF SLAM system has a similar processing time to the point-only system, taking from 5 to 11ms per frame, depending on the number of lines being initialising,
and the number of corners found in the frame. This breaks down as follows:
2ms
2ms
2–6ms
1ms

Feature measurements
Kalman Filter update
Line detection
Partially-initialised feature update

It is this speed of the line-based SLAM system, allied to the equally-fast point-based
system that enables a combined point and line system to be contemplated. The parameterizations presented make it easy to use both lines and points in the same system, and
putting both feature types and their measurements into the EKF automatically fuses the
information from the two sources. Feature management in such a system takes a some
care: both points and features need to be initialised at appropriate times to keep enough of
each feature type visible, and a good spread in the image, and care needs taking to ensure
that the selection of which features to use (where there is an abundance of features) is
sensible. In out preliminary system we attempt to ensure equal numbers in all cases.
Figure 4 shows frames from an indoor test sequence, initialised with four point and
four line features (the boundary and corners of the initial target). Thirteen further line and
twelve point features are initialised by the end of this 28-second sequence, all in plausible
locations, with the final map shown to the right of Figure 4 showing features that span
the wall and the desk. This is a challenging sequence, and fails when using either points
or lines alone. With point features, insufficient good points are detected to track when
only the wall is in view, and the highly varied range of viewpoints in the scene means
that point matching often fails (note the failed matches, in blue, in Figure 4). With line
features, tracking is difficult for some of the lines, with failed matches a problem, which
also means that line features do not initialise as quickly as points, and too slowly to cope
with some rapid camera motions. The combined system tracks well, showing the benefit
of using both features at the same time. The average processing time is 14.5ms per frame.

Figure 4: Office sequence. A sequence tracked using the combined point and line EKF SLAM
system. Left: Four sample frames from the sequence, with the features overlaid. Right: The
final map, showing 17 line and 16 point features, the positions of all corresponding well to the
real locations. Features are colour-coded as follows: red=successfully measured in this frame;
blue=failed measurement; yellow=not selected this frame; cyan=partially-initialised feature.
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Conclusion

We have presented a monocular EKF SLAM system that uses straight lines as its features,
while still comfortably operating at frame-rate. Line features provide a camera tracking system with natural illumination- and viewpoint-invariance, and when used as part of
a SLAM system they provide a more intuitive map, and a more compact representation:
lines are large-scale features and so can span the environment more efficiently than points.
Lines are also much more useful features from which to start towards building a comprehensive scene description, such as detecting planes and reasoning about occlusion, which
will be important as these monocular SLAM systems move away from the office corner
and into larger environments. This richer representation of the camera’s environment is
one area for further research.
We have described a fast straight-line detector that uses seed corners to generate a set
of candidate lines. By not insisting on detecting every straight line in the frame, we gain
high-speed detection of sufficient lines for a SLAM system. We have demonstrated how
lines can easily be included in a standard EKF SLAM framework, and that this provides
a straightforward fusion of lines and points. Our preliminary results are promising. We
have suggested the naive solution of using the two feature types equally at all times, but
the optimal use of the two types of features within such a system is an interesting area for
future research. Line features can track very well in a wide range of situations, but are
also easily distracted by nearby edges, providing erroneous measurements. (Unlike the
image patches used for point features, there is no obvious descriptor for lines to encourage
correct association.) Point features are more difficult or expensive to maintain if good
matches are required over the same range of camera motions, but match more reliably
otherwise. The two have complementary properties, as also noted in [17], and a joint
line- and point-based SLAM system that acknowledges this, and uses robust methods to
ensure that the appropriate measurements are being made and used, should perform much
better than a system using either alone.
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